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Abstract
Phosphorus deficiency caused an increase in accumulation of K+ in the root and decrease in the shoot of
wheat seedlings. Sodium accumulation was decreased early followed by an increase of that in the root and it
increased initially followed by a decrease in the shoot under P-deficiency stress. Concentration of NO3increased both in the root and shoot of wheat seedlings. Reducing and total sugar declined in wheat under
phosphorus deficient condition. Anatomical study showed that phosphorus deficiency resulted in an
inhibition of growth of vascular area with elements. Vascular area was found to decrease and occupied less
area with smaller size of metaxylem cavity in the root and stem of wheat plant. In phosphorus deficient plant,
phloem elements were poorly developed and occupied smaller area.

Introduction
Phosphorus plays a vital role as a structural component of cell constituent and metabolically
active compounds i.e. phytin, nucleic acid, protein, flavin nucleotides and several enzymes.
Phosphorus (P), an essential macronutrient for plant growth, provides indispensable foundation to
agricultural production (Nagarjan et al. 2011).
Phosphorus deficiency inhibited accumulation of K+ in the root and shoot but enhanced that
of Na+ both in the root and shoot of lentil (Sarker and Karmoker 2011). Das and Sen (1981)
reported that potassium uptake increased in the shoot and sodium uptake both in the root and shoot
in Bengal gram. It increased NO3- accumulation in the root but decreased that in the shoot of lentil
(Sarker and Karmoker 2011) and in Pelargonium (Taylor et al. 2010) and soybean (Rufty et al.
1993). Phosphorus deprivation increased carbohydrate concentration in the root of bean
(Ciereszko et al.1996). Phosphorus deficiency developed smaller radius of root and stem of
spinach (Fohse et al.1991) and reduced number of xylem vessels in the root of maize plant (Sarker
et al. 2010).
Triticum aestivum L. var. BARI Gom-26 was chosen as plant material because reports on the
effects of phosphorus deficiency on ion transport, reducing and total sugar content in this plant is
rare. So in this study the effect of phosphorus deficiency on the accumulation and distribution of
K+, Na+, NO3-, reducing and total sugar and correlation of ion transport with anatomical structure
is reported.
Materials and Methods
The seeds were collected through the courtesy of Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute
(BARI), Joydebpur, Gazipur. Plants were grown in solution culture to study the accumulation of
ions, reducing and total sugar. Phosphorus (+P) nutrient solution was used as control while
solution deficient of phosphorus (–P) was used as phosphorus lacking treatment. Plastic lid
covered with cotton gauze was placed upon the beaker painted black filled with +P and –P nutrient
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solution. After 48 hrs of sowing the seeds were germinated and then the beaker with the
germinated seeds were transferred to light bank at a day/night temperature of 25 ± 1ºC/18 ± 1oC
and day/night length of 11 hrs/13 hrs and light intensity was 160 µEm2/s. The solution was
continuously aerated through bubbler with the help of air compressor. Root and shoot samples
were collected at 24, 48, 72 and 96 hrs of treatment and dried at 75ºC for 48 hrs. K+, Na+ and NO3in the root and shoot were extracted by water digestion. K+ and Na+ ions were measured using a
flame analyzer (Jenway, PEP-7, UK) at wavelengths of 767 and 589 nm, respectively while NO3was measured according to the method of Cataldo et al. (1975). Reducing sugar was measured
following Somogyi-Nelson method (Nelson 1944, Somogyi 1952) and total sugar was measured
by the method of Dubois et al. (1956).
To study anatomical structures, plants were grown in sand culture (Hewitt, 1966). Sterilized
seeds were sown in pots filled with purified quartz sand. The sand was soaked with +P solution.
The seeds germinated within 48 hrs of sowing. After germination of seeds, phosphorus deficiency
treatment was applied. The sand was always moistened with +P or –P solution every 24 hrs. Root
and stem segments were collected from 45-day-old wheat seedlings. Free hand sectioning was
made throughout the investigation. The sections were stained in safranin and mounted in glycerin
(20%) and studied immediately after preparations with the help of a microscope (Model: Nikon
ECLIPSE E2000MV R, Japan) and photographs of the sections were taken using a digital
microphotography attached to the microscope.
Results and Discussion
Phosphorus deficiency increased K+ accumulation by 22.8 to 40% from 24 to 72 hrs and the
stimulatory effect was sustained up to 96 hrs of treatment in root (Fig. 1a) and .decreased in the
shoot (Fig. 1b). Similar increase in K+ content was observed in rape and radish following Pdeficiency treatment (Cui et al. 2003). Dinkelaker and Marschner (1992) showed that phosphorus
stress increased K+ accumulation in the root but decreased that in the shoot of chickpea.
Phosphorus deficiency decreased the accumulation of Na+ in the root by 5.2 to 18.2% from
24 to 48 hrs of treatment and increased by 12.9% at 96 hrs of treatment (Fig. 2a) and decreased
that in the shoot except an initial increase by 24.12% at 24 hrs of treatment (Fig. 2b). Dinkelaker
and Marschner (1992) reported similar decrease in the accumulation of Na+ in the shoot of lentil
seedlings. On the other hand, it was observed that phosphorus deficiency increased Na+
accumulation in the shoot of lentil (Sarker and Karmoker 2011).
Accumulation of NO3- was increased up to 78.2% in the root over a period of 72 hrs and the
stimulatory effect was maintained up to 96 hrs of treatment (Fig. 3a). In the shoot, NO3- uptake
showed an increase under P-deficient stress (Fig. 3b). Similarly it increased NO3- accumulation in
the root but decreased that in the shoot (Sarker and Karmoker 2011). Dinkelaker and Marschner
(1992) indicated that phosphorus deficiency plays an important role in stimulation of N-uptake.
Reducing sugar content was decreased by 16.2 to 14.63% in the root (Fig. 4a) and by 18.1 to
40.6% in the shoot from 24 to 96 hrs of treatment (Fig. 4b). P-deficiency decreased concentration
of sugars in roots of tomato plants (Khavari-Nejad et al. 2013). Sarker and Karmoker (2011)
found that P-deficiency decreased reducing sugar in the leaves and stem but increased that in the
root of lentil.
Phosphorus deficiency caused a decrease in the total sugar content both in the root and shoot
of wheat (Fig. 5a, b). On the other hand, phosphorus deficiency increased total sugar content in the
root of bean (Ciereszko et al. 1996) and maize (Khamis et al. 1990).
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Figs 1-3. Effects of phosphorus deficiency on the accumulation of K+ (Figs 1a, b), Na+ (Figs 2a, b) and NO3(Figs. 3a, b) in the root and stem of 14-day-old wheat seedlings. Solid symbols (●) represent +P and
open symbols (o) represent –P. Each value is the mean of three replicates; the vertical bars represents ±
standard error of mean.

Effects of phosphorus deficiency on anatomy of root: The epidermal cells became thick walled
in phosphorus deficient plant (Fig. 6B). Thick walled epidermis in root was reported in maize
under phosphorus deficiency (Sarker et al. 2010). Similar results was found in lentil (Sarker et al.
2015). The endodermal cells are thick walled in plant grown under phosphorus deficient condition
(Fig. 6D). Thick walled endodermal cells were found in maize plant under P-deficient condition
(Sarker et al. 2010). Drastic change in vascular area was noticed in P-deficient plant root. Vascular
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area was found to decrease and occupy less area with less number of xylem vessels. The
metaxylem vessel’s cavity of phosphorus deficient plant were smaller in size than those of control
plant (Fig. 6D). In phosphorus deficient plant, phloem elements were decreased in size compared
to that of control (Fig. 6D). Liu et al. (2004) observed that phosphorus deficiency decreased
number of xylem vessels with smaller area in Vigna seedlings. Amatun et al. (2014) and Sarker
et al. (2015) also found same result in chickpea and lentil.

Figs 4-5. Effects of phosphorus deficiency on the accumulation of reducing sugar in the root and shoot (Figs
4a, b) and total sugar in the root and shoot (Figs 5a, b) of 14-day-old wheat seedlings. Otherwise as in
Figs 1-3.

Effects of phosphorus deficiency on anatomy of stem: Phosphorus deficiency resulted in
thickening of epidermal cells of the stem compared to that of control (Fig. 7B). Similar results was
also recorded in maize under phosphorus deficient condition (Sarker et al. 2010).
Hypodermal layer of stem was only one in P-deficient plants while it was 3 in control plant
(Fig. 7B). Mechanically strong sclerenchymatous tissues were found in both P-deficient and
control stem. Number of sclerenchymatous layers were four to five (4 - 5) in P-deficient plant
while there were only two in control plant. There are concentric rings of vascular bundles. Smaller
vascular bundles occur in this tissue. In phosphorus deficient plant, vascular bundles in the ground
tissue were reduced in size with smaller size and cavity of the metaxylem vessels. Size of phloem
tissue decreased as compared to that of control (Fig. 7D). Similar effect was found in maize
(Sarker et al. 2010).
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Figs 6(A-D). Transverse sections of root of 45-day-old wheat grown in sand culture with phosphorus, (A, C)
control and (B, D) without phosphorus, c = cortex, en = endodermis, ep = epidermis, ex = exodermis, mv =
metaxylem vessel, pc = pericycle, pv = protoxylem vessel, (A-D = 400x).

Figs 7(A-F). Transverse sections of shoot of 45day-old wheat grown in sand culture with phosphorus, (A, C,
E) control and (B, D, F) without phosphorus, bs = bundle sheath, ep = epidermis, hy = hypodermis, mv =
metaxylem vessel, ph = phloem, px = protoxylem , sc = sclerenchyma, (A-F = 400x).
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Wheat plant showed different degree of anatomical changes in the root and stem under
phosphorus deficient condition (Figs 6B, D, 7D) which may be related observed changes in ion
transport ( Figs 1B, 2B, 3B). For example, phosphorus deficiency, the epidermal cells of the root
and shoot were thicker (Figs 6B, 7B) and it may be suggested that the thickening of epidermal cell
may lead to a decrease in accumulation of Na+ in the root (Fig. 2B). The root of wheat showed
thick-walled endodermis. Thickened endodermis lead to the decrease transport of K+ into the
xylem (Fig. 1B). P-deficiency reduced the size of xylem cavity (Figs 6D, 7D) and these changes
may lead to the decrease in translocation of K+ in shoot (Fig. 1B).
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